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Letter from the Co-Chairs of the Citizens Committee
May, 2014
To the Board of Directors, South Suburban Parks and Recreation:
Thank you for allowing a group of volunteer citizens to give their input to you
concerning the future growth and development of South Suburban Parks and Recreation
(SSPR). It has been our privilege to serve as the co-chairs of this citizens committee. The
full Committee was composed of about 70 people of all ages and diversity and had
representation from all areas of SSPR. Each one values what we have and wants to
preserve and enhance the offerings provided by SSPR.
Starting in November, 2013, the entire group, and smaller subcommittees of the group,
participated in numerous meetings as part of their work. They toured parks, golf courses,
recreation centers, and open space; looked at programming and facility usage; reviewed
finances and marketing and reached consensus for their thoughtful recommendations for
the staff and the Board of Directors to consider.
Every subcommittee found that overall SSPR is well managed, staff very helpful and
courteous, and quite transparent in their dealings with the public. But, all the
subcommittees seemed to be leaning the same way: in order to maintain SSPR’s
reputation, additional funding sources need to be found just to maintain, upgrade, and
renovate what is already owned. The loss of tax base; lower assessed valuation due to the
recent recession; and increasing minimum wage, healthcare costs, and other expenditures
for water, power, fuel, older facilities needing upgrades, etc. continuing to grow, make
maintaining what we have a challenge, let alone enhancing the ability to fund the
enhancements desired.
Our great thanks go to all the people (your constituents) who participated in this process.
They willingly dedicated a good deal of their time and effort into making their
recommendations. We all appreciate the opportunity to contribute to the long-term
viability of SSPR and its continuation long into the future. Our special thanks go to our
subcommittee chairs for their persistence, plotting and patience with our pleading to get
their reports to us in a timely manner, and to the South Suburban staff whose help and
guidance is really appreciated. The Subcommittee chairs were: Pete Barrett and Tom
Wood (Parks, Trails, and Open Space), Tamara Seaver and Chuck Barnard (Recreation
and Golf Facilities & Programs), Bob Wolper (Communications & Marketing), and Tom
Patton (Finance & Strategic Plan). Their leadership in getting their subcommittees’ work
done was key to the success of this report. We are pleased to present this Gold Medal
Citizens Report to the Board of Directors of South Suburban Parks and Recreation.
On behalf of all the residents who participated,
James (Jim ) Taylor
Co-Chair

SSPR

Gerry Cummins
Co- Chair

May 2014
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Executive Summary
Residents love the lifestyle that South Suburban provides them to explore and enjoy
outdoor and indoor recreation. And when residents come out to play, they expect their
park and recreation district to provide a quality experience. The research and review
conducted by the Gold Medal Citizens Committee has proven these assertions to be true.
In 2013, the District Board of Directors convened a Gold Medal Citizens Committee to
develop recommendations to make a highly-praised park and recreation district even
better. The Committee was also given an overview about South Suburban’s impacts from
the recession, increased costs for water and other utilities, issues related to maintaining
older facilities, and a loss of tax base.
The Citizens Committee was composed of more than 70 members of the public, who
volunteered their time and talent to analyze current recreational programs, research
demographics, trends and needs, and to come to consensus about goals and direction for
the District over the next three to five years.
The Citizens Committee organized their review of the District by focusing on four topics:
Parks, Trails, and Open Space; Recreation and Golf Facilities & Programs;
Communications & Marketing; and Finance & Strategic Plan. After six months of work,
the Citizens Committee proudly presents its findings and recommendations in this 2014
Gold Medal Plan.
Consistently, members of the Citizens Committee recognized that the District has a
strong approval rating, as witnessed by informal surveys and a District-wide professional
poll of residents. What’s interesting to note is that residents’ strong value of green parks,
convenient open space and trails, and variety of facilities and programs, grows
exponentially when someone has directly experienced all that the District provides. One
of the Citizens Committee recommendations is to further expand awareness of District
amenities. Other recommendations trend toward making enhancements and
improvements to existing recreation facilities, parks, playgrounds and trails. And perhaps
most importantly, the Gold Medal Plan calls for action to secure more funding to ensure
that South Suburban can take care of and maintain all that the community has come to
expect for an active lifestyle.
In this Executive Summary, we would like to point your attention to five common themes
that can be identified from the Gold Medal Plan. Based on these themes and highlights of
recommendations, we hope to encourage you to read the complete Plan that follows.
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Common Themes

1. Our community loves its green parks.
Taking care of parks makes for a great place to live.

In addition to maintenance and upgrading of specified parks, continued expansion of
others is recommended. There is also an immediate need for a large, regional park with
multi-purpose fields because of the continued popularity of youth sports. Park land
should be acquired now, while it’s still available.
Additional lighted softball/baseball and multipurpose fields, such as at Cornerstone Park,
are needed. This would help provide more places and hours for play.
Significant amounts of water could be conserved and parks could still be green if newer
irrigation systems were installed. The sooner this can be achieved the better, not only to
save water but to reduce costs.
South Suburban parks are used year round and having a restroom is universally preferred
over having a port-o-let. High-usage parks including Southbridge, need real restrooms.
Older restrooms such as at Sterne Park need to be renovated, too.

2. Everybody wants access to trails.

The South Suburban trail system is one of the most highly used
amenities.
Trail maintenance should be a priority to keep what we have in good shape. People want
to bike, walk and run on trails. Trails connect people with parks, schools, transit and
work, and upgrades should continue.
Preserving the High Line Canal (owned by Denver Water) and the adjacent trail managed
by South Suburban should be a priority.
The Mary Carter Greenway trail that runs along the South Platte River is also a priority to
preserve and enhance.
New signage would make it easier for trail users to explore.
Placement of fitness equipment along trails would further promote a healthy lifestyle.

3. Parents value safe playgrounds.
And kids want newer and cooler places to play.

Drive by any playground on a nice day and you’ll see children, accompanied by parents,
climbing, sliding and enjoying themselves. And toddler groups are evident throughout the
District and each group has a list of favorite playgrounds they frequent for variety.
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The importance of playgrounds cannot be overstated. Playgrounds, in most cases, provide
a child’s first memories of how wonderful it is to be outside, exercise and to run, jump
and simply play.
Thirty percent of South Suburban playgrounds were built over 10 years ago, and some
are much older. Times have changed and new styles of equipment could foster even more
play.
Safety and ADA requirements are constantly evolving and must be applied to all
playgrounds for everyone’s benefit.

4. Residents want information the way they
want it.
Given the breadth of offerings, it’s important to keep residents
informed so they can benefit from all of their choices for staying
active.

Communication materials should be updated and tools such as digital/social media be
used to offer new ways to engage the public about opportunities for fun, learning and
exercise.
An improved website would make it easier for people to find what they are looking for
and sign up for programs, as well as more fully depict all that the District provides.
An updated logo would better represent a modern image of parks and recreation.
Baby boomers want adult programming where they can select classes and activities based
on interest and intensity, rather than being communicated with as “seniors.” All
generations are aligning with an active lifestyle whether that’s outdoors or indoors. It
doesn’t matter if a person is 7, 34 or 70, it’s up to them to choose how hard they want to
play.

5. Up-to-date, well maintained, energyefficient anything costs money.

Threaded throughout all the recommendations is a need to fix,
replace and upgrade to take care of what’s already available and to
make things better where there’s a desire by residents.
A number of popular facilities, including Goodson Recreation Center, are older and need
more maintenance and replacement of basic infrastructure to make them more energy
efficient.
Tennis continues to be popular, as well as spins offs such as Pickleball. The “tennis
bubble” at Littleton Golf and Tennis is near the end of usefulness and needs to be
replaced.
SSPR
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Family Sports Center and South Suburban ice arenas each have over 400,000 visits a
year. Family Sports needs significant updates. The South Suburban Ice Arena, originally
constructed in 1969, needs full reconstruction because of the heavy use, as well as the age
of the facility.
Lone Tree Recreation Center, although fairly new, is tight on space. Families flock to the
center for children’s activities and swimming, and exercise programs for adults.
The South Suburban Golf Course Clubhouse needs to be, at minimum, renovated to
improve the restaurant and patio areas and to expand the overcrowded pro shop into the
empty lobby space, where the old concession stand used to be located.
South Suburban Parks and Recreation’s funding is inadequate to do everything that is
required to meet demand. New or expanded sources of funding are needed. All options
should be carefully explored including a property tax mill levy increase, bond issue or
both.
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Parks, Trails, and Open Space Subcommittee
Parks
Introduction

The desired and perfect outcome for the Subcommittee’s work is for every District
resident and park user to have a high quality experience and a greater appreciation for
South Suburban Parks and Recreation. The goals and recommendations offered in this
document are designed to achieve that result.
The District survey conducted last year by Public Opinion Strategies states that 89% of
respondents rated the maintenance of parks, open space and playgrounds as either good
or excellent. Those who utilized these venues and facilities rated the maintenance even
higher at 93%. This, obviously, is an excellent result and meets the goal of the 2008 Gold
Medal Report to “Take Care of What We Have.” While the District can and should be
proud of this result, it must also realize that it is what the residents and users expect and
that maintenance is a constantly changing challenge. Outdoor facilities are subject to
weather and its related issues, which accelerates deterioration, so maintenance must
always remain a priority for the District. The committee has clearly outlined maintenance
goals and recommendations in a separate finding and in the majority of its other findings.
In addition to maintenance, the Committee is recommending upgrading specified
facilities, continued expansion of others and a major acquisition. Many of these, such as,
constructing additional permanent restroom facilities and improving District irrigations
systems, are ongoing programs within the District and the Committee is offering both its
support for these programs along with specific recommendations for them. The continued
field development of the David A. Lorenz Regional Park is an example of an expansion
of existing facilities, with recommendations which update those included in the 2008
report. The significant upgrade, to an existing facility, we recommend is adding lights
and artificial surface to two designated fields at Cornerstone. It is a much needed and a
desired upgrade that positively impacts multiple users and, also, provides an increased
revenue opportunity for the District. The major acquisition we recommended was to
purchase land for the development of an additional regional park. This recommendation
was also included in the 2008 Gold Medal Report, and remains an important District
need.
The current level of building occurring in Centennial, Littleton and Lone Tree was noted
and researched. An August 20, 2013 Littleton Independent newspaper article provided an
overview of significant apartment development activity in the City of Littleton. The
article indicated that there were approximately 2500 apartment units seeking or that have
already received City building approval. One of those developments at Mineral and Platte
Canyon, with 250 approved units, has recently broken ground. A commercial real estate
broker confirmed similar construction in Centennial and Lone Tree along with
commercial office space and retail. The former Marathon property is undergoing an
SSPR
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approval process. As of May 2014, the plan (which includes mixed residential,
commercial and retail development) was not included in the article’s figures. There are
900 proposed living units consisting of single family homes, townhouses and apartments.
These living facilities typically would provide a younger demographic to the District,
who will be seeking, and utilizing, parks and their accompanying facilities more
frequently. This is viewed as an opportunity, as well as an increasing need, to maintain,
upgrade and develop additional facilities.
Recognizing that many of the included recommendations have a financial cost, additional
revenue during the next five years is definitely needed. The continued pursuit of
partnering funds with cities, school districts and private entities, when allowed, is in the
District’s highest interest. It is also necessary to seriously consider voter approved
revenue measures that include increasing yearly revenue flows and funding major
acquisitions or construction projects.

Goal 1: Take care of existing parks, playgrounds, shelters, athletic
fields and tennis courts.
Findings/Recommendations

The community and users (residents and non-residents) of South Suburban’s facilities
place a high value and importance on the safety, maintenance and condition of the parks
and its related components. They universally expect these facilities to be safe, attractive
and the grass areas to be watered and mowed appropriately for their intended usage.
Property owners, whether they utilize the District’s facilities or not, have a financial
interest in the condition of the parks and their maintenance; high quality, well maintained
parks increase communities attractiveness as a place to live and thereby increases the
value of real-estate. Virtually every District resident and user, whether resident or nonresident, expresses a higher level of satisfaction when parks and its facilities’ are well
maintained.
 Continue the current schedule and level of maintenance, inspection and
replacement to enhance user experience and to identify developing safety issues
and wear concerns that need to be addressed outside of the planned schedule.
 Establish a specific budget contingency account for the parks and their facilities to
ensure these off-schedule needs are addressed on a timely basis and not competing
with budgetary contingency issues in other areas of the District.
 Determine the value and viability of establishing a small group of dedicated South
Suburban volunteers to annually report their view of the condition, maintenance
and needs for a specific park or trail in their neighborhood. This would increase
community involvement and provide an additional opportunity for the District to
learn and address repairs or replacement prior to them becoming an issue.
 Upgrade or relocate the Willow Springs Forestry and Horticulture facility to a
facility that allows the division to more effectively and efficiently conduct their
work. This item was also included in the 2008 Gold Medal Report.
Page 18
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 Given the level of interest and concern for maintenance by District residents and
those who utilize the parks and related facilities, budgetary support must be
provided. With many aging facilities, that require ever increasing levels of
maintenance and that will soon need to be replaced, budgetary support will be
challenged without additional revenue.
 To ensure the needed level of maintenance to meet District expectations, the South
Suburban Board and staff must actively research and consider additional funding
through voter approved measures during the period of this Gold Medal Report.

Goal 2: There is an immediate need for a large acreage site,
to create a regional District park.
Findings/Recommendations

The District should acquire a site with enough acreage that it could be developed into a
facility similar to Cornerstone Park. This was recommended in the 2008 Gold Medal
Report but has yet to be realized, despite considerable effort by the staff. Two ideal sites
were targeted, but due to a lack of interest by the property owner to sell in one case, and
the local government’s desire for sales tax revenue in the other, a purchase of either of
these locations never materialized. The 2008 recommendation was based upon the need
to build additional multi-purpose and ball fields for increased District programming and
user rentals and to provide a venue to host larger tournaments and events that are
currently not being scheduled due to a lack of available space. It would also provide
desired non-field facilities to the area residents surrounding the park. (Examples of nonfield park facilities include space for picnics and flying kites and other casual uses as well
as formal playgrounds.) In addition, this acquisition would allow organized leagues to
move programming to the regional park thereby reducing traffic and parking issues in
neighborhood parks.
 Continue to pursue properties both inside and outside the District where growth is
occurring.
 Pursue joint ventures with governmental entities within and adjacent to the
District.
 Identify pending land foreclosures within and adjacent to the District for potential
purchase and development.
 Researching and identifying these currently unknown properties is both time
consuming and requires an experienced professional. The District is best served
contracting with an outside vendor to handle this task.

SSPR
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Goal 3: Upgrades and improvements in existing parks will
increase their attractiveness and make them more user friendly.
Findings/Recommendations

South Suburban parks are utilized year round thanks to the wonderful Colorado climate.
We, fortunately, experience several days, and sometime weeks, of good weather even in
the midst of winter. It is not unusual to see pre-school children on playground equipment
in January or February or teams practicing on sunny winter days. It is one of the reasons
District residents place such high value on their parks. Enhancements and upgrades of
existing parks will further increase the user experience and add value in the eyes of
District residents.

Restrooms

Park restrooms, with the exception of recent construction, have always raised concerns
for safety and cleanliness. Residents and users overwhelmingly prefer permanent flush
facilities over port-o-lets, and want them constructed at all high-usage parks such as
Southbridge.
 Continue to evaluate the need to build and upgrade permanent flush restrooms for
high-usage parks, on a case-by-case basis.
 Renovate existing permanent structures to improve the appearance and enhance
safety is important to District residents and users.
 Sterne Park is likely the oldest permanent restroom facility in the District and
given high usage of the park and the large number of shelter reservations for
events such as wedding receptions, birthday and anniversary parties and employer
events, the restroom should be upgraded.
 Those parks with port-o-lets should have them structurally enclosed to prevent
wind and vandalism tipping and to enhance the park and adjoining neighborhood
appearance.

Irrigation systems

The cost of water literally increases every year and at a much faster rate than District
revenue is increasing. This negatively impacts the budget and necessitates delaying
needed maintenance and park upgrades. The District should continue the current
irrigation replacement upgrading and, when additional funds become available, step up
the system replacement to capture the water cost savings sooner. In addition, the District
should continue to research and implement new irrigation technologies as they become
available and are cost effective.
 Irrigation systems should continue to be replaced or upgraded as scheduled or
needed, as additional funds become available to step up the system to capture
water cost savings sooner.
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 Older, less efficient systems that water large spaces must be identified as the first
to be replaced to achieve maximum benefit.
 New technology such as underground irrigation systems for parks must be studied
for their results and costs as they become more broadly used in the industry.
 The usage of non-potable water should be increased as rapidly as it is available
and the needed approvals and equipment can be secured. This will save the
District money, increase irrigation and improve park appearance.

Ketring and Ridgeview parks

Ketring and Ridgeview Parks both have ponds that are solely dependent on the High Line
Canal for their water. This has worked well over the years until last year when, for
several reasons, Denver Water notified communities they would not be releasing water
into the canal. Both ponds suffered evaporation loss and water levels dropped to an alltime low, Ketring was provided interim relief, but Ridgeview was not and is almost
empty. It appears that due to the record snowfall and high reservoir levels, water will
soon be provided through the High Line Canal on a one time basis. This is certainly
welcome, but is not a long term solution for an issue that negatively impacts the property
values of park residents and their opinion of South Suburban.
 Immediately following the filling of both ponds, a special committee should be
formed comprised of park residents, City of Littleton and South Suburban to seek
a long term solution for acquiring adequate water supply or repurposing the park.

Goal 4: Continue the development of the David A. Lorenz
Regional Park.
Findings/Recommendations

The park is home to the only outdoor artificial surfaced softball/baseball and
multipurpose fields in the District and has high participant usage. A wide variety of
District programming is held on the multipurpose fields and many of these programs are
filled to capacity. Also, the multipurpose fields are rented to large youth athletic clubs
through their season and to provide winter training for their participants. This generates
ongoing income, primarily at times when it doesn’t conflict with South Suburban
programming. During the fall and spring seasons requests by new users are routinely
turned away due to a lack of available space.
Building on a landfill presents challenges not incurred with development on a typical
field surface. This has also created some expensive maintenance issues that are unique to
landfill development. Most of these issues have been resolved except for the baseball
field which remains under utilized; the multipurpose field issues, however, are resolved
and those fields are fully functional.
The cost of multipurpose field development at David A. Lorenz Regional Park
approaches one million dollars per field, which constitutes a significant investment for
SSPR
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the District. Following the 2008 Gold Medal Report, two such fields have been
developed and are fully functional.
 Given the challenges on the landfill portion of the park and with the baseball field
specifically, we recommend continued development of only multipurpose fields
and those fields should be developed only when stable ground conditions exist.
 A plan to maximize usage of the baseball field needs to be developed and put into
place this year.
 Given the landfill challenges and increasing interest in the non-landfill portion of
the park, the District should form a Blue Ribbon committee to create a master plan
for development of the entire facility.
 The aggressive search for outside funding and agreements with other
governmental agencies to build out and develop David A. Lorenz Regional Park
should be continued. Also, the recommendations in the 2008 Gold Medal Report
should be re-evaluated.

Goal 5: There is a continuing need for additional baseball and
multipurpose fields within the District.
Findings/Recommendations

The 2008 Gold Medal Report and this report both identify and recommend the need for
another regional park similar to Cornerstone. The 2008 report identified two excellent
sites for this development, but due to circumstances outside the District’s control, neither
materialized. Identifying, securing and developing a regional park will likely extend
beyond 2020 and the needs identified five years ago have continued to increase,
addressing some of these needs now is warranted. Furthermore, as outlined in the
introduction, the apartment construction in the District is likely to be younger, more
active and seeking recreation. In the City of Littleton approximately 2500 apartment units
were identified by the Littleton Independent newspaper as either approved by the city or
in the approval process. These figures do not include the Marathon Development which is
being planned for 900 residential units. Comparable levels of construction activity are
evident in Centennial and Lone Tree, illustrating the breadth of the trend. The
recommendations outlined will provide increased field usage and user satisfaction levels
by upgrading existing facilities and developing opportunities not currently present in the
District.
The addition of lighted multipurpose fields at Cornerstone has been needed and requested
for several years. The South Suburban baseball/softball fields across Belleview have been
lighted for years, and from both the users’ and the District’s perspectives, it has been
highly successful. The District benefits by receiving additional revenue and providing its
community the services that they desire and in many cases would seek elsewhere. The
user benefits from the District’s outdoor programming opportunity to utilize fields after
school or work, especially when daylight savings time is not in effect. The fields
identified at Cornerstone to be lighted are south of Belleview; these fields are located at
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the north end of the park furthest from Prentice Street. The homes on Prentice are facing
either east or west and the fields are to the north of the houses. In addition, lighting
technology has significantly improved over the years and field lighting is more focused
with minimal diffusion. Also, it should be noted, there is abundant parking for these two
fields and there will be no intrusion into the neighborhood.
The designated fields also could be converted to artificial turf to complement the year
round extended usage the lighting provides. The combination of both lighting and
artificial turf will significantly increase field usage both during the season and those
periods when grass fields are closed for maintenance. Providing these elements, lighting
and artificial turf, effectively adds fields without building them. The increased usage
provides the District additional revenue opportunity from programming and rental. The
cost of adding turf to an existing grass field is less than incurred on the landfill at David
A. Lorenz Regional Park.
 Cornerstone Park. The immediate addition of lights and artificial turf to two
existing multipurpose fields will increase field usage, user satisfaction and District
revenue opportunities.
 A new Field House. We support the Subcommittee’s recommendation to build a
Field House within the District. This will provide two indoor multipurpose fields
for users and District residents. The Arvada complex, which the Subcommittee
toured, is highly successful and while providing needed programming, it is also
generating cash flows for their district. The Arvada Field House is primarily used
by soccer and lacrosse organizations; these organizations, with their large
clientele, already exist in the District providing the new Field House a high
probability for immediate success.
 “Skinned infields.” The District’s successful program to upgrade existing “skinned
infield” baseball/softball facilities should be continued. This planned life-cycle
renovation has, where warranted, replaced backstops and fencing, added or
upgraded dugouts and improved access. The appearance of the renovated facilities
has been popular with both users and neighbors surrounding the park.

Goal 6: Continue to maintain and upgrade the District's tennis
courts.
Findings/Recommendations

South Suburban tennis facilities are regularly inspected, evaluated and rated for
maintenance, playing condition and usage levels. This program ensures District residents
and users improved maintenance and budget planning that results in better overall playing
conditions throughout the District.
 Continue the current schedule and level of maintenance, inspection and
replacement to enhance user experience and to identify developing safety issues
and wear concerns that need to be immediately addressed.
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 Prioritize the maintenance and replacement schedule based upon safety, usage
levels and available budget.
 Continue to research for cost effective court surfaces, especially those designed for
climate conditions similar to ours. Increasing the life expectancy of all District
courts by one year will result in a significant savings.

Goal 7: Cornerstone Park should continue to be enhanced and
upgraded as described in the Park's Master Plan.
Findings/Recommendations

Cornerstone Regional Park has been referenced several times in this Gold Medal Report
as it was in the 2008 edition which is an indication of the park's status and importance in
the District. Cornerstone is a high usage facility that offers a broad range of activities and
is accessible to virtually everyone in the District. The park is home to seven multipurpose
fields, a skateboard rink, miniature golf, a large playground that includes a shelter, a
water feature, and several other attractive features for District users. It is a wonderful
park and was specifically referenced in this report as a model for any further regional
park development. The recommendations listed below do not include those items detailed
earlier in this report, but include other upgrades, improvements and enhancements needed
to maintain the park's high quality and desirability.
The parking facilities are not of the same high quality as the park. Some of the lots are
rutted and difficult to drive through, which results in the majority of the parking being
"forced" into lots around the miniature golf complex. This can and does adversely affect
their business at times and is counterproductive for the District-owned facility. The
remainder of the cars park along Prentice St on the south side of the facility, even though
there is a lot present. Worse, they park needlessly in the neighborhood south of Prentice
St, which understandably frustrates residents who also live within the District. The largest
parking lots need to be paved and curbed on a priority basis so park traffic stays out of
the neighborhoods. Ideally all parking within the park will be completed by 2020.
The neighborhood surrounding Cornerstone has a large ethnic population who play
soccer at every opportunity. During late spring, summer and most of the fall you will see
pick-up games almost every day that include players young and old, with a wide variety
of skill and teams ranging from 3 v 3 to 13 v 13. A futsal field (like a soccer field) next to
the in-line hockey rink would receive extensive usage and be a welcome addition to the
neighborhood.
A prior recommendation in this report requested that fields six and seven, at Cornerstone,
be converted to artificial turf with lights. This requires modification of the Cornerstone
Master Plan, which needs to be completed at the earliest possible time.
 A prioritized parking lot curb and paving plan be developed and implemented for
the park.
 Add a futsal field close to the existing in-line hockey rink.
 Modify the Cornerstone Master Plan to include field lighting.
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Playgrounds & Park Shelters
Introduction

Playgrounds and park shelters are among the most popular and broadly used facilities
within the District. The continued maintenance and upgrading of these facilities is vital to
the increased usage and satisfaction levels of District residents and all users.
Drive by any playground on a nice day and you will see children, accompanied by their
parents; climbing, sliding and enjoying themselves. Toddler groups are evident
throughout the District and each group has a list of favorite playgrounds they frequent for
variety. A favorite after-school and weekend activity for elementary school children is to
go with their family to a neighborhood park that has a playground. It is no wonder that
playgrounds with shelters are a desired location to host birthday parties, family reunions
and company outings.
The importance of playgrounds for families cannot be overstated; it is, in most cases, a
child’s first memories of how wonderful it is to be outside, exercise and to run, jump and
climb. The value of this early fitness activity and indoctrination is increasingly important
today given the well-documented health concerns for less active children. Parents
recognize the value for their children and utilize District facilities and participate in
District activities at a higher rate than any other significant sub-group.
The District maintains and services 59 playgrounds within the District boundaries. Most
playground equipment is expected to last for 20-25 years. Based on that data alone, 2-3
playgrounds will need to be renovated each year (assuming no new playgrounds are
built). One playground has been renovated since 2010. Thirty percent of the playground
equipment within the District was constructed between 2001-2005.

Goal 1: There is a high need for renovations on many aging
playgrounds.
Findings/Recommendations

Playgrounds need to comply with ASTM & CPSC safety and ADA rules that are
constantly evolving. Thus, this creates a huge potential safety hazard and liability for the
District.
 Group playgrounds in a rotation schedule to identify and plan for which ones need
updates or complete rebuilds. (See suggested District-wide renovation schedule in
Appendix.) These rotations should be re-evaluated by the Gold Medal Committee
each year.
 Two to three playgrounds need to be remodeled each year to keep up with
maintenance and life expectancy of the equipment. Between 10 and 15
playgrounds need to be updated or rebuilt starting in 2015. (See the priority parks
and playgrounds in the Appendices.)
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 The District should seek matching funds from various organizations to help defray
the District’s costs.

Goal 2: Routine maintenance of play areas and park shelters is
important.
Findings/Recommendations

While touring some of the park play areas and nearby park shelters, simple changes were
identified that could decrease the District’s liability and long-term maintenance costs.
 Shovel around park shelters that do not get the southern exposure to melt snow.
By shoveling these areas, the District could decrease liability of injury and
decrease costs to repair the concrete. The Parks & Open Space Department would
have to evaluate which other shelters cause this issue.
 Review location of trash cans, portable toilets, etc. to help prevent children from
climbing, or using trash cans to climb, on top of park shelters.

Goal 3: Periodically review playgrounds for possible closure or
repurposing.
Findings/Recommendations

 Nesbitt Park is in fair condition. A recommendation is made to close Nesbitt Park
based on the outdated play areas. This would be contingent on public input. This
park is within a short walking distance of a destination park at Sheridan
Community Center.
 Palos Verdes Tot Lot is targeted at 2-5 year-olds. Since there are 3 other
playgrounds within a mile of the Palos Verdes Tot Lot, a strong recommendation
for closure is made. This would be contingent on public input. This park is within
a short walking distance of 3 other parks — Palos Verdes Park, Sunset Park, and
Cherry Park. Another option is to reuse this space for pickleball.

Goal 4: Park shelters provide an opportunity for revenue, as well
as enhance park and playground experiences.
Findings/Recommendations

There are thirteen rentable parks within District boundaries. Of those rentable shelters,
eleven have playgrounds — only Reynolds Landing and War Memorial Garden do not.
However, the War Memorial Garden is adjacent to Sterne Park. With the remaining 11
rentable shelters that have playground facilities, seven are aging and in need of
replacement or upgrades in the next 5 years. The aging facilities are reflective of the
maintenance issues across the District. It also states to residents that the District is not
spending money to upgrade their parks and residents should look elsewhere for rentable
shelters, thus losing valuable rental income.
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 Seven rentable park shelters were identified as aging and should be renovated or
replaced.
 The shelter at the Lone Tree Tennis Center and Golf Course is NOT listed as a
rentable shelter on the District’s website! This is completely lost revenue for the
District.
 Shelter Capacity on the website needs to list “up to xx” number of people. Many
locations list 33+. That is very vague when trying to research possible locations. It
is very easily a lost revenue source when you compare to neighboring areas and
their websites.
 The 5-hour block rental set time is very restrictive to plan an event within a
District park. It would be nice to have more flexibility. For instance, Highlands
Ranch Metro District charges by the hour. For example, if someone wanted to host
a 3 hour event with 200 people, it would be cheaper to pay a non-resident rate in
Highlands Ranch than a resident rate in the District. Greenwood Village charges
by block hours as well — 4 and 8 hour blocks. The four hour timeframe is more
reasonable than the District 5 hour block and its set time of day.

Trails
Introduction

A wide range of reference materials and previous studies by the District and other related
organizations were reviewed by the Subcommittee. Subsequently, Subcommittee
members conducted site visits of District’s trails, noted their findings and shared ideas for
short and long-term improvements. The SSPR Construction Improvement Plan (CIP)
outlines good improvement ideas for the near term. The City of Centennial 2007 Parks,
Open Space, Trails, and Recreation Master Plan, Arapahoe County South Platte River
Corridor Vision, and the 2013 Be Cool: Share the Path Campaign reports are all excellent
sources of ideas for current and future plans. Our subcommittee reviewed all of these and
others to generate specific ideas.
The general consensus was that maintenance should take priority to keep what we have in
good shape, with plans to upgrade, improve parks and trails, and extend some trails to
provide connections to parks or other trails as a secondary goal.
The group also generally agreed that overall themes identified by the 2008 Gold Medal
Committee continue to be relevant today and remain the focus of our continued efforts.
As they relate to Trails, as well as Parks, the following points are key:

Take care of what we have.

The District has a wealth of established trails and parks. There is very little open land
within the District and the prospects of developing new parks are limited. Therefore, it is
critical that we maintain and improve those parks, established trails, and related
investments that have been paid for by the District residents and ensure that they continue
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to be available for the future. A continuing long-term plan for preservation of these assets
is the number one priority recommendation for this subcommittee.

Invest in recreation.

The Subcommittee generated a lot of ideas that highlight a need for improvement and
maintenance of areas that continue to see over-use or involve outdated equipment. Our
Trails system is one of the most highly used amenities we have — evidence of erosion,
fading of well-worn crusher fine surfaces, and a need to provide more trail connectivity
were noted. Providing trails that lead to parks was a concept that seemed to make sense.
Ideas included adding “pocket parks” along trails with benches or simple modifications to
address use by a range of local demographics is needed. Improvements to existing parks
and playgrounds to ensure that we have safe and reliable equipment catering to a wide
range of ages and uses. Educational themes have been successfully implemented at other
parks in the region, and should be considered, where appropriate.

Budgets will be tight.

While the financial issues are being considered by others, there are many improvements
for Parks and Trails that might be done co-operatively with other entities. For example,
the South East Metro Storm Water Authority (SEMSWA) is upgrading some of the
drainage areas, which could in-turn lead to opportunities to build trails. These drainages
are among the only remaining un-developed properties that have the potential to provide
trail pathways and connectivity to existing parks and trails. Denver Water and other
municipal or utility districts also have existing right-of-ways and properties that could
lead to low-cost trail improvements, eliminating the need to purchase land. A regional
and collaborative effort will be needed to make this happen.

Wellness is what we do.

This was suggested as a point to be added to the District’s mission statement and it fits
nicely into parks and trails. Providing enhanced access to parks for youth sports
programs, senior citizen and disabled residents, as well as a range of children of all ages
at the playground are a primary goal. We will be more successful in the future where the
parks and trails can be upgraded, sidewalks widened, benches added, enhancements
provided, loop trails outlined, better signage and way-finding, and other amenities that
provide better accessibility as a part of our programs.

People expect quick access.

An overall plan that considers pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle access to parks and trails
needs to be developed. Transit hubs that allow regional bus or light rail access could be
integrated into the District system. Trails that lead to specific parks, destinations, or
provide walking loops, with available parking at strategic intervals might be helpful.
Signage upgrades and other new technology (an integrated District website with GPS
location signals along the trails) could be implemented.
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Let’s Go Green.

Environmental awareness is important and needs to be considered with trash removal and
maintenance efforts. Use of low water systems, improved park irrigation, use of recycled
materials (wood chipped mulch, etc.) need to be evaluated. Long term planning to reduce
the cost of water will be a continuing maintenance issue.
The general consensus was to continue with the solid ideas generated in the 2008 plan
and push forward with a similar program of maintenance and upgrades in 2014 and into
the future.

Summary of key findings and recommendations

This report summarizes and underlines the Subcommittee’s thoughts, goals and
recommendations, by region of District trails — Western, Eastern, Central. Specifics
about each reviewed trail region can be found in the appendices. Additionally, general
recommendations about trails are included in this report.

Goals 1 and 2: Maintenance should take priority to keep what we
have in good shape, with plans to upgrade, improve parks and
trails, and extend some trails to provide connections to parks or
other trails as a secondary goal.
Findings/Recommendations
Western region
This side of the District is dominated by the South Platte River and the various parks and
trails that are connected to it.
 River and stream upgrades have been recommended by several organizations to
improve the stream channel; aid in habitat and wildlife restoration; provide water
access to the river, for use by kayakers and boaters; and generally assist with
improvements to existing trails, paths, and sidewalks on both sides of the River.
 Gaps in the South Platte Park trails have been identified by a number of groups
and organizations, the District should work cooperatively with a regional strategy
to help make these things happen.
 The Central parts of the District have the majority of the existing and highest use
trails and parks, all of which are in need of regular maintenance and a few
selective upgrades. Maintenance ideas were captured in a series of photos taken
during site visits.
 Updating signage, fixing erosion problems, and adding to the trail systems along
established drainage areas and existing open space to provide trail connectivity
and loops that lead to existing parks or creation of new pocket parks with benches
were all ideas that were outlined. (See the “Arapaho Park Loop Trail” suggestions
provided separately.)
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 There are also areas along the Mary Carter Greenway (Big Dry Creek to Oxford
and on the East Side) where expanded trails that provide better access or
connections should be considered.
 Working to preserve the High Line Canal should be a priority in this area of the
District. Preserving the use of storm water to keep the trees alive is a critical part
of this effort.
 Adding a “destination or themed” park amenity at Cornerstone Park — might
enhance this area of the District.
Eastern region
This side of the District includes long trails leading under C-470 to Lone Tree.
 Way-finding and signage are lacking in this region and are needed to direct folks
to the recreation center and golf course areas.
 Linking in with other trails is also a key.
 A discussion on how best to connect with areas east of I-25 were discussed, with
the challenge being how best to get through the barriers created by the highway.
 Access to some of the area parks is somewhat limited in certain locations. Creating
access points or a better way to get there might be an opportunity for
improvement, in some cases.
 Use of fitness equipment in the playgrounds or along trails (or in “Pocket Parks”)
which could help promote a healthy life style.
 One proposal to add public art to trails and playgrounds might be a good idea.
Central region
Trails in this region comprise the largest geographic area and cover the longest total
number of miles in the District. These trails (High Line Canal, Lee Gulch/Ivan
Greenway, Bear Creek Trail, Railroad Spur/Mineral Avenue Trail, Sterne Parkway Trail,
etc.) provide trail access to: 25+ distinct neighborhoods with single family and high
density housing (apartment, condominium, townhome, senior living, subsidized), 17
parks, 3 designated open space and 9 schools. They link to major District recreation
centers and fields, multiple commercial and professional businesses, small scale shopping
centers, major malls for shopping (retail, specialty, grocery) dining, and public
transportation including light rail.
 Review maintenance master schedule and continue regularly scheduled
maintenance for bridges and trail surfaces depending on type of construction
(cement, asphalt, wide pea gravel, dirt, two way marking for bicycles/walkers).
 Convert non-trail footpaths, created by neighborhood users, to appropriate access
to trail.
 Enhance trail use with natural (log) picnic table/tables at appropriate locations.
 Provide signage for habitat/historical areas.
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 Improve safety at major street/trail crossings.
 Update or replace older 4x4 post markers with attention to directional (ex:
<Broadway — E. Mineral Ave> especially with distances over ¾ mile and/or
where trail visibility is blocked by turns, slopes.
 Consider enhanced lighting or possible path lighting for high use trails of short
distance and major access by/to/from neighborhoods, schools, businesses, public
transportation.
 Provide Share the Path signage for all trails.
General
The District can easily collaborate with other groups, such as the City of Centennial,
which has a number of similar goals when it comes to trails and parks, as outlined by
their Open Space Advisory Board. The concept of Pocket Parks with benches or small
shelters along trails or in various locations in existing open space was one idea that many
folks in the Committee thought made sense. There are a number of “Open space” areas
that will need such collaboration. These parcels could be added to the District system and
could potentially expand the assets of the District. The acquisition of these limited open
space land parcels could help to prevent another in-appropriate development adjacent to
existing open space and parks. These include:
 a key parcel north of Goodson Recreation Center, along the High Line Canal;
 a former Littleton School site, now owned by the City of Centennial;
 the current Comcast property on Dry Creek Road;
 an area off of Santa Fe, south of Mineral, near the So. Platte River; and
 various locations within Columbine Valley that could act as buffers along the river
for the protection of the existing lakes.
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Recreation and Golf Facilities & Programs
Subcommittee
Introduction

Over a period of several months, the Recreation and Golf Facilities & Programs
Subcommittee (the “Subcommittee”), conducted detailed evaluations of the major
recreational facilities and associated golf courses (the “facilities”) owned and/or operated
by South Suburban Park and Recreation District (“SSPR”).
In the performance of its review, the Subcommittee requested and received detailed
financial, demographic and other background information related to each of the facilities.
The information evaluated was aimed at ensuring Subcommittee recommendations would
be sustainable, focused funding efforts in areas likely to succeed and perform financially
and supportive of SSPR’s mission to, among other goals, “ . . . foster healthy living . . .
by providing recreational services and programs.”
The Subcommittee’s evaluations involved numerous physical inspections of the various
facilities, which were guided by relevant SSPR staff members. During the inspections,
the following criteria were considered by Subcommittee members:
 Need(s) by facility (excluding grass and including buildings for the golf courses);
 Cash flows for each facility (aimed at understanding which among the facilities
are self-sustaining, which are not self-sustaining and which yield a net profit);
 Use by the public and demographics of facility users — (i.e., whether the facility
is being used and by whom);
 Whether a particular facility possessed “Gold Medal Qualities” (things done
positively such that the facility stands out as excellent in a given area); and
 Unrealized potential:
 Existing facilities — changes or improvements which might generate more
public interest, use and ultimately revenue
 New facilities — tapping something SSPR doesn’t have which the public
would value and use.
On the tours, Subcommittee members noted their thoughts which were collected and
integrated into a working outline which Subcommittee members reviewed and, in several
subsequent meetings, discussed and refined.

Vision

The Subcommittee envisions and recommends the adoption of a comprehensive
maintenance program for all of the SSPR facilities focused heavily on preventative
maintenance in order to keep facilities appearing updated and clean. Such a program
would ideally include life cycle and replacement planning programs for the facilities’
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exercise equipment, restrooms, and other physical components. Development of such a
program is beyond the Subcommittee’s purview, but we believe it should be undertaken
to keep SSPR and its facilities from appearing untidy and dated. The Subcommittee’s
operations and maintenance goals listed in the next section of this report by facility, are
narrowed to focus only on those maintenance needs we deemed most critical given
SSPR’s funding limitations.
In addition to the preventative maintenance needs, the Subcommittee is pleased to
recommend three capital projects which the Subcommittee feels will enhance SSPR
revenue. These are also detailed in subsequent sections of this report. The revenue
potentially generated by the recommended capital projects might be used to defray costs
of the recommended maintenance program in addition to potentially funding the capital
improvements themselves. Likewise, it might be used to help fund some of SSPR’s lesser
performing facilities. The recommended projects, although they are requiring project
funding, are recommended in the light of the Subcommittee’s conclusion that the projects
will yield facilities with either improved or entirely new cash flow.
Threaded throughout our recommendations is an important theme. We are consistently
recommending expanded hospitality and food and beverage services, including some of
our capital project recommendations. We believe this expansion could yield additional
revenue which is missed now due to outdated facilities lacking significant and pleasing
food and beverage options.
Finally, we are not recommending many improvements to the golf courses located at the
facilities, except as specifically noted in the body of this report. We find the golf courses
themselves (grass, putting greens and driving ranges) to be in excellent shape and, as
such, quite positive attributes of SSPR. This does not mean that we think any change
should be made in the existing maintenance of the golf courses, rather we think their
maintenance should continue to be a focus and a source of pride for SSPR.

Operations/Maintenance goals

This section of our report makes recommendations by facility. It bears noting that the
Subcommittee makes no current recommendations for Buck Community Recreation
Center or David A. Lorenz Regional Park. While these facilities do naturally have
ongoing maintenance needs, which should be considered as part of the Subcommittee’s
recommended preventative maintenance program, neither stood out as having particularly
urgent needs at this time. Additionally, while outdoor pools owned or operated by the
SSPR were not evaluated by the Subcommittee, the Subcommittee supports SSPR plans
to update and maintain these facilities.
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Goal 1: Goodson Recreation Center. Take care of maintenance
needs, make improvements to reduce energy costs, and expand
space for popular programs.
Findings/Recommendations

This recreation center has historically been a popular center with a wide array of
programming services. The recreation center’s upgraded locker rooms and front area
were positive steps. However, the center still has some important needs.
 Replace the existing pool decking because it is outdated and a costly maintenance
proposition.
 Upgrade the existing entrance to minimize energy costs due to the current front
door configuration and associated heat loss.
 Review the existing space to ascertain whether some reconfiguration or expansion
is possible to achieve additional multi-purpose space for popular dance, yoga and
gymnastics programs. This is beyond the purview of the Subcommittee and should
be conducted by staff.

Goal 2: Littleton Golf and Tennis. Replace the old “tennis bubble”
and improve the food and beverage opportunities.
Findings/Recommendations

 Create and dedicate a space for an outdoor eating area and, in combination
therewith, expand and upgrade the existing kitchen to allow for improved food and
beverage options. This would capture some number of facility patrons who, after
using the facility, might stay and spend additional money if given a comfortable
alternative to other area food and beverage options.

 The existing bubble is at or near the end of its lifecycle. Given the issues reported
to us by staff in maintaining a bubble type structure, we recommend the bubble be
replaced with a permanent structure at the appropriate juncture.

Goal 3: Hudson Gardens. Continue to expand usage and complete
the master plan.
Findings/Recommendations

The Subcommittee was impressed with the natural beauty of this facility and we believe
it has potential for expanded venue use for weddings and other social events. We support
the master plan for this facility which we understand is aimed at maximizing the venue’s
draw as an event location.
 Study the best structure to accommodate wedding and other venue usage. The barn
would be an attractive option but there are some significant access issues which
must be solved if the barn is to be a viable option. Alternatives to the barn, and in
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favor of existing tents, would be some type of hard-side, stick built structure to
create additional indoor space venue and party space which would allow for yearround use.
 Evaluate parking at this facility in light of potential expanded use we recommend.

Goal 4: Lone Tree Golf Club. Expand hospitality services and
upgrade the cart path.
Findings/Recommendations

 Procure a patio cover to expand the site’s use as a wedding and event venue. The
cover would eliminate harsh sun and help contain temperatures as well as creating
a defined space in the patio area.
 Upgrade the event catering options at this facility and expand and upgrade existing
menus to match the offerings to the type of upscale event traffic this venue might
attract.
 Upgrade the cart path to refresh the appearance. The existing cart path is thirty
years old and is showing considerable wear. Some of the existing trees which are
showing their age should be replaced.

Goal 5: Family Sports Center. Improve the maintenance and
make improvements.
Findings/Recommendations

This facility possesses a wide array of deferred maintenance issues which detract from
the facility’s aesthetics. Addressing these needs can only attract additional use of the
facility.
 Clean, dust and remove debris and soil throughout the facility, along with
painting, and some remedial maintenance.
 The Avalanche Grill presents another unrecognized potential for food and
beverage revenue. The Grill should be updated and upgraded to capture patrons
who might otherwise seek alternative more aesthetically pleasing venues. In
association with physical updates, we recommend updating the menus and food
and beverage service.
 The existing tables and benches near the gaming area and utilized for parties. are
dated and should be evaluated for updating.
 The existing sports dome at this facility could use improved ventilation in the
summer months. We recommend a large-sized industrial fan as the most
economical means of achieving improved ventilation.
 The sports dome “bubble” is at the end of its life cycle. It should be considered for
replacement, possibly with a more permanent structure. It is possible that the
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recommended fan should only be installed in conjunction with the replacement
structure.
 The golf driving range at this facility is a revenue producer for SSPR. However,
we note the existing lighting is outdated and inadequate. We recommend the
lighting be upgraded to allow the driving range to continue to draw usage in the
light of some new and competing facilities.
 With the revenue generated by this facility, we recommend consideration of an
expansion of the driving range to continue its strong financial performance given
some new and potentially competing facilities outside SSPR.

Goal 6: Lone Tree Recreation Center. Make improvements and
consider expansion.
Findings/Recommendations

 While this facility is newer, the tile in the bathrooms/locker rooms needs to be
replaced as it is not wearing well.

 There is a need for more classrooms and there is some available space to the north
of the existing facility but given the myriad of maintenance needs and the relative
youth of this facility, this need is not as pressing as many others.

Goal 7: Sheridan Recreation Center. Continue to evaluate.
Findings/Recommendations

This is a very difficult facility and it sparked debate even among members of the
Subcommittee. The facility is located on land not owned by the District in a distressed
area in the City of Sheridan. The Step-up Academy’s final report on 2012 District
Demographics, provided to the Citizens’ Committee, indicates that 4.31% of the City of
Sheridan’s residents use SSPR facilities and 95.69% of the City of Sheridan’s residents
are “non-SSPR facility users.” Following analysis and debate, a majority of the
Subcommittee recommends that all continuing programs, and even the facility itself, be
considered very carefully and critically in light of limited funds to be spread among
SSPR facilities and the underutilization of the facility by the proximate population.
However, a vocal minority of the Subcommittee voice strong objection to the majority’s
point of view, noting the role the facility could play affording otherwise at risk youth a
place to belong and recreate.
 Both the majority and the minority on our subcommittee can agree that perhaps
funding sources outside SSPR might be sought to aid the ailing facility, including
but not limited to the Boys and Girls Clubs of America. Discussions with the local
school district, the City of Sheridan and the Boys and Girls Clubs might prove
fruitful.
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Capital Project Goals

The first two of the Subcommittee’s capital project recommendations relate to the South
Suburban Ice Arena and the South Suburban Golf Course clubhouse. The Subcommittee
members recommend these two projects in the light of the revenue generated by each
facility, the perceived potential for enhancement of that revenue, and the potential for
image or brand enhancement to SSPR deriving from their reconstruction. The only new
capital project recommended is recommended to meet keen demand and as a strong
potential revenue generation vehicle for SSPR.

Goal 1: South Suburban Ice Arena. Completely refurbish or build
a new arena.
Findings/Recommendations

The South Suburban Ice Arena is in dire need for improvements. The south or “DeLio”
rink is the older of the two sheets of ice at the facility and needs a new sheet of
ice/refrigeration system. The current system is living on borrowed time and could cease
functioning at any moment.
Beyond the DeLio Rink, the entire facility is run down to the point of being an eyesore.
This facility is profitable and hosts prominent figure skating and hockey clubs and events,
with people visiting from around the United States and Canada. The facility is of great
financial benefit to SSPR, and the events generate significant dollars not only to the
facility but for the surrounding local businesses. When visiting teams see the locker
rooms on the DeLio rink it does not reflect well on SSPR or create an inviting image. The
locker rooms need to be refurbished (save for the one donated by the Littleton Hockey
Association), the ladies could use their own locker room. During the tours several parties
noted a need for new paint.
 The Subcommittee recommends the South Suburban Ice Area be completely
refurbished or raised and re-built. The Subcommittee members were torn between
preserving a piece of SSRPD history by refurbishing the existing structure or
raising the structure and re-building from the ground up. However, all
Subcommittee members were united in recommending a comprehensive approach
to revamping this facility. Accordingly, the Subcommittee strongly recommends
against any sort of a piecemeal approach to improving this facility. Whether the
Board ultimately chooses to a complete renovation or a tear down and re-build
will be a policy decision, the Subcommittee supports a comprehensive approach.
 The Littleton Hockey Association (LHA) may be willing to volunteer time to help
improve the facility, and possibly match some funds for improvements if some
sort of partnership between LHA and SSPR. Given LHA’s integral role at South
Suburban Ice Arena, exploring partnership options with LHA is recommended.
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Goal 2: South Suburban Golf Course Clubhouse. Fully renovate
and expand or rebuild the Clubhouse.
Findings/Recommendations

Like the South Suburban Ice Arena, this facility is both very profitable (the highest golf
course revenue producer) and very much in need of updating.
 Most of the golf course itself is in good shape, though an updated master plan for
the golf course should be developed going forward.
 Of immediate need is the redevelopment of the current building housing the
restaurant and golf shop. The restaurant is shabby and small and the golf shop is
undersized. Plans were drawn up previously for expansion and then shelved (save
for the updated restrooms) due to funding considerations. While the hospitality
staff is already putting in place plans for expanded food and beverage service, the
service is presently limited by the facility itself.
 The Subcommittee strongly recommends a full renovation of the facility including
specific focus on (a) expanding the undersized golf pro shop (b) expanding the
kitchen (and associated food and beverage service) and (c) expanding and
upgrading the indoor and outdoor dining areas. Some members have suggested
adding a second story to the facility as a dining area to take advantage of the
facility’s spectacular views and in the interest of attracting post-golf and increased
neighborhood use. Notwithstanding the ultimate configuration of expansion, the
Subcommittee again stresses it recommends against a piecemeal approach to
improving this facility.

Goal 3: A new Field House: Build a field house to accommodate
increased participation in youth and adult sports.
Findings/Recommendations

The Subcommittee toured a field house operated by the Apex Park and Recreation
District in Arvada. The field house toured was around 57,000 square feet and consisted of
2 multi-purpose (mostly soccer and lacrosse) fields and ancillary space for either an extra
small practice field, an entry area and restrooms. As reported to us by Apex staff, the
facility can fairly be likened to a cash register with fields attached. We were amazed to
learn the facility is as heavily, or more heavily, utilized by adult soccer and lacrosse
leagues as it is by youth leagues. As surprising is that people from as far as Colorado
Springs are driving to Arvada, to make use of the field house.
The cost of building a similar facility, based on costs reported by the Apex staffer, would
be close to $10M. This assumes SSPR ownership of the land. SSPR does have land
adjacent to David A. Lorenz and near Family Sports Center.
Given the apparent wide-spread public demand for a field house, and the reported
revenue stream produced thereby, the Subcommittee recommends SSPR consider
construction of a field house. A field house is sufficiently unique, and its revenue
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potential sufficiently impressive, that the Subcommittee believes this could become a
gem in the SSPR repertoire of facilities.
 The Subcommittee recommends SSPR construct a field house following
appropriate due diligence on the Subcommittee’s findings.
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Communications & Marketing
Subcommittee
Introduction

The Subcommittee concentrated on four main areas: 1) Existing marketing
communication materials and social media activities; 2) Communication spending
priorities; 3) Communicating effectively to diverse target audiences; 4) District brand
process and communication strategy. The process we followed included: review of the
SSPR 2013 Public Opinion Survey; review of local and national trend highlights from the
2013 Leading Education Resource Network (LERN) conference attended by staff, and
discussion of best practices; a comprehensive audit of existing SSPR marketing
communication materials (printed and electronic) and their respective distribution and
consumption patterns; in-depth discussion of target audience demographics and
communications preference by audience; review of social media activities; competitive
analysis; informal surveys and discussions with customers and non-customers; attending
a half-day Branding Discovery workshop with SSPR department heads conducted by
Burns Marketing, the consultant hired by the District to update current communication
materials; and hours of internal committee discussions.
Early discussions centered on the public’s lack of awareness about the District’s size,
scope and offerings: perceptions tend to be limited to an individual’s interaction with
and/or use of facilities, parks, trails, etc., rather than all of what the District provides. The
Committee agreed that this is a branding issue that can be solved through both short- and
long-term planning, marketing, and communication efforts.
The Committee questioned the process by which programs/activities/classes are
determined and whether those offerings might be better prioritized vis-à-vis their return
on investment. While not contained in the Committee’s scope of work, this is a broader,
long-term marketing and communications issue that should be addressed.
The Committee examined the role of communication in attracting younger audiences (18
–34) and discussed the viability of advertising directly to this demographic. On the flip
side, the Committee addressed how communication can better reflect the more active
lifestyles of adults 55+.
Social media was discussed at length and the Committee was briefed on best practices.

Summary of key findings and recommendations

The following summarizes the Committee’s goals for the District, our findings and
recommendations. Recommendations are listed in priority under each goal. A more
detailed description is contained in the appendices to this summary.
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Goal 1: Improve/modify existing communication materials and
social media activities.
Findings/Recommendations

 Develop a consistent look, feel and brand message on all District communications
including: websites, social media pages, email, and e-newsletters; printed pieces
including catalogs, flyers, rack cards, class and activity schedules; signage,
monuments and vehicles. The South Suburban website address should be on all
communication.
 The current South Suburban logo does not reflect the broad scope of District’s
mission and offerings. The logo should be redesigned now while the branding
consultant is developing its recommendations.
 The current website can be difficult to navigate and confusing, especially to a first
time visitor. In the short term, using more descriptive copy and an overhaul of the
online catalog will help improve the user experience on the site.

 Printed mailed catalogs — South Suburban Connection & Lone Tree Connection
— continue to be the preferred means of communication. However, major
upgrades in design, readability, content (descriptions), photography, and printing
quality are needed.
 Burns Marketing is currently addressing those upgrades and will begin to provide
their design and content strategy recommendations in May 2014.
 Best practices for print catalogs suggest fewer pages and more frequent mailings.
The Committee recommends waiting to make a determination as to page count
until the consultant’s recommendations are incorporated. The Committee does not
have an opinion as to frequency of distribution and recommends this question
continue to be studied by staff.
 The Adult Connection catalog should be more inclusive for all active adults.
Individuals should be able to “self-select” the program or activity in which they
want to be involved--based on their own physical and mental capabilities--rather
than be identified as a “senior” or “65+”.
 Social media continues to evolve and expand. Staff has been added to ensure that
best practices are established and followed. Efforts should be made to leverage
employee and user participation in online conversation and storytelling, and to
drive traffic to the website.
 Expand efforts to capture email addresses for reverse, outbound marketing
activities.
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Goal 2: Align communication spending priorities with the needs,
wants and usage patterns of each target audience.
Findings/Recommendations

 There is no formal budget for communications. Annual staffing, printing and
mailing costs drive spending. The Subcommittee recommends the District adopt a
formal budgeting process, including cost/benefit analysis to determine appropriate
spending priorities for the Communications Department.

 To compete in an ever-changing environment, the District needs to make a
financial commitment to advertising in order to expand its reach and attract new
customers.
 Develop benefit-specific messaging in support of District bond and/or mill levy
increase campaigns.
 Printing quality varies greatly and in some cases reflects poorly on the District’s
brand. The Subcommittee recommends that the District invest in quality printing
capabilities.
 Implement a District-wide quality control process to ensure high-quality printing
standards are adhered to by all departments.

Goal 3: Develop long-term communication strategies to broaden
awareness and reach in light of ever-shifting demographics.
Findings/Recommendations

 The website does not do enough to tell the SSPR story to customers. The
Committee recommends a complete overhaul of the website, including compelling
photography and contemporary design elements, to improve navigation for all
users, ensure easy transactions, provide a richer user experience, and fully present
the District’s brand.
 Implement additional Search Engine Optimization (SEO) tactics to improve
visibility and effectiveness on search engines and social media sites.
 Continue mobile app development, and increase functionality in order to make app
usable District-wide.

Millennials, late teens to 34-year-olds)
What we found
 Many in their teens and early twenties get the physical and recreational activities
they’re interested in at high school and college. They depend on parents to inform
them of and to pay for activities; otherwise they opt to utilize free resources.
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 This group enjoys doing things together with friends. They identify more with the
culture of an organization or product, rather than if it is “the best or most sought
after.”
 Millennials who grew up in-District and participated in District programs are
likely to become re-involved if/when they move back and/or are raising their own
families.
What we recommend
 The Committee does not see the need to advertise directly to this target audience
as routine communications about programs and activities should suffice in
reaching those interested in what SSPR offers.
 The Committee suggests, however, that the programming department look into
staging occasional special events targeted to this demographic, communicated
through social media, as a way to determine interest and generate awareness.
Adults, 30 to 50 years old
What we found
 Adults 30–50 want timely, easily accessible information. They rely heavily on
digital media.
 This segment is comprised predominantly of families with and/or without
children. Those with children utilize District facilities in a number of ways and
tend to participate more in programs such as swimming and group sports; those
without children tend to use District facilities more for physical activities such as
exercise equipment and classes.
What we recommend
 The Committee recommends developing messaging that speaks to the convenience
and value of the District's offerings and differentiates its facilities, staff and
programs from its larger, more expensive commercial competitors.
 Utilizing outbound e-marketing and social media activities to drive traffic to the
website will help generate awareness and encourage greater participation in
District offerings.
Active Adults
What we found
 This group prefers to self-select activities based on physical capability rather than
pre-determined age range. They don’t identify with the term “senior.”
What we recommend
 Consider specialty mailings in place of Adult Connection, such as postcards, tied
to activities and events that are geared toward ability.
 Advertise outside the facilities to expand reach and attract new customers.
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Goal 4: Develop an overall branding strategy and implement
across all departments.
Findings/Recommendations

Experts agree that an organization’s brand is comprised of far more than its logo,
typeface and tagline. The brand is the sum of the customer’s day-to-day interaction with
an organization. SSPR is no different. Be it a person, program, mailing or maintenance
vehicle, every touch point with the customer either reinforces or detracts from the
District’s brand image over time.
Consider designating a Chief Branding Officer to champion the brand across Districtwide departments.
As important as the quality of marketing and communication is in promoting a positive
brand experience so, too, are the programs, classes and services the District offers. As
such, the Committee asked how those offerings are determined, whether they are
marketing-driven and meet the needs of the public, and how they are measured. The
Committee believes that the Marketing and Communications Department should be
involved in this process.
The Committee recommends the District be more marketing-driven in its strategic
planning and brand-centric in its decision making.
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Finance & Strategic Plan Subcommittee
Introduction

The Finance & Strategic Plan (F&S) Subcommittee developed overall goals for its work,
and interviewed District staff as well as volunteer chairpersons from other Gold Medal
subcommittees. The F&S group analyzed best practices of other similar districts, and
reviewed private and NGO best practices of business development, fund raising and
volunteer involvement. Based on its findings, the F&S group believes that there are
opportunities for the South Suburban organization in four general areas.

Vision

In terms of the Subcommittee's purview, it envisions the District in a strong financial
position because it maximizes revenue from various sources and as importantly, manages
its facilities efficiently with the most current tools available. Further, District facilities
and assets are perceived as up-to-date, well maintained, and the best available in the
marketplace. There is a perception that the District is highly competitive in the
marketplace, provides quality facilities and services demanded by today's consumer,
delivers community services as a great neighbor, and is closely tied to its community
through capable teams of volunteers, Board members and staff.

Goal 1: Current funding for the District is inadequate to maintain
a high level of quality service and additional funding must be
secured.
Findings/Recommendations

Increasing cost pressures due to aging assets and increasing staffing expenses (minimum
wage, health insurance etc.) have resulted in budget shortfalls. As noted in the 2014
Budget Summary, sufficient dollars are not available to fund all of the “maintain what we
have” priorities, or to implement many improvements or upgrades to current facilities.
 The F&S Subcommittee strongly recommends that the District pursue funding
from a mill levy increase, bond issue or combination of both. The mill levy should
be for maintenance concerns, with no restrictions, and the bond issue should be for
capital improvements that are proposed by the other Gold Medal subcommittees.
Project selection criteria should emphasize profitability.
 The Subcommittee recognizes that the Board and staff of SSPR continue to be
good stewards of public funds. As such we recommend that all funding generation
allow for the greatest possible flexibility and discretion in allocation and use.
 Relatively low interest rates in the current market create incentive to borrow
money now, to pay for future projects that will increase revenue or decrease costs.
As such, projects authorized by the SSPR Board should emphasize positive cash
flow and profitability.
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 With the understanding that a professional campaign will require input from
specialists, we feel that a “Green” or “Eco-Friendly” branding or marketing
platform can be effective. For example, the mill levy could pay for improving
sprinkler and irrigation systems that ultimately save water and money. The
Subcommittee feels that this approach will create more buy-in from the
community than simply promoting the need to upgrade facilities.

Goal 2: Expand diversification of funding sources.
Findings/Recommendations

 The F&S Subcommittee recommends that in addition to market-driven fee
increases, the District pursue significant supplemental revenue sources from the
private sector. The Subcommittee generally identified such sources as private
legacy donations, public-private partnerships, specific project-driven donation
campaigns, etc.
 We recognize that there have been and currently are targeted attempts to raise
funds from the community, but we feel that there is room for improvement. There
is a pervasive and unfortunate mindset that as a quasi-municipal entity, the District
cannot count on the private sector for consistent funding. There are a host of
similarly structured organizations that fill large gaps in their budgets through the
solicitation of donations and legacy contributions. We feel that with a creative
outlook, specific goals, and accountability, that the District could attain similar
success.
 Implement a proactive, structured, and accountable private funding initiative to
maximize revenue.
 Create of small team of accountable staff and volunteers dedicated to private
funding.
 Establish fundraising goals in each area.

 Impose staff accountability and incentive programs for results in four areas:
 Promotional partnerships;
 Legacy donations;
 Community/pledge programs; and
 Specific private funding campaigns (save the trees), etc.
Benefits include:
 New funds for specific campaign purposes;
 New funds for discretionary use (maintenance, etc);
 Increased community involvement in the funding effort; and
 Demonstration to taxpayers that the District makes every effort to keep taxes low.
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Goal 3: Expand upon the current development of an automated,
structured, well-documented and managed preventative
maintenance program for all District owned and leased assets.
Findings/Recommendations

The Subcommittee believes that the District has outgrown its legacy system for managing
and maintaining facilities. The District will benefit from upgrading its current process to
save money, maintain and improve the quality of its facilities, and more efficiently
address maintenance issues.
 Obtain an online system like Maintenance Connection to achieve the full potential
of maintenance and facility management, including:
 Optimized management of asset lifecycles;
 Tracking of maintenance costs;
 Insight on possible equipment failures; and
 Streamlining of labor efforts.

Goal 4: A “Silver Medal” volunteer program should be developed
to supplement and support District initiatives.
Findings/Recommendations

There is a lack of “buy-in” from the community and District stakeholders. There are
issues outside the scope and responsibility of the District that threaten its resources.
The Subcommittee recognizes the incredible volunteer effort currently in place
throughout the District. As an expansion of this effort, the F&S Subcommittee
recommends that the District consider implementation of a “Silver Medal” volunteer
program to supplement and support District initiatives within the community. Expansion
of this effort to higher level issues and initiatives could bring significant benefit. Teaming
with the Board and District staff, these teams could focus on specific projects, initiatives,
community relationships, etc. For example, the Board could appoint citizens to address
the viability of the High Line Canal water supply. Their tasks may include creation of
public-private partnerships, lobbying state legislators, or production of viral marketing
campaigns. Agendas and action items could be self-directed, with quantifiable and
achievable goals.
 Create an ongoing Volunteer/Ambassador recruitment drive under the purview of
a volunteer staff coordinator.
 Establish small, agile teams comprised of a few able volunteers and one or two
staffers, Board members, etc.
 Assign Volunteer/Ambassador teams to specific District issues relative to funding,
strategy, operations improvement, etc.
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The benefits of such a program include:
 Leveraging private community resources and contacts;
 Creating linkage between complimentary individuals, agencies, private companies
and municipalities
 Quick responses to changing market conditions;
 Continuous buy-in on behalf of the community for District activities;
 Word-of-mouth promotion for District work and support of District initiatives;
 Effectively leveraging Board-of-Director level promotional efforts;
 Supplementing staff resources in some areas of District activity;
 Changing the culture from “I pay taxes, what do I get?” to “What can I do for the
community to save taxes and make it better?”; and
 Foster a deep sense of “I support it because I helped build it” among community
members.
The framework is one for the long term. The District faces significant competition in the
programming marketplace and is aging in terms of facilities and clientele. A cultural
change takes significant time and effort to implement, but might be critical to justify the
District’s existence. More involvement on the part of District residents is important to the
District’s success. A proactive effort to involve District residents toward developing and
implementing the South Suburban Parks and Recreation vision and mission on a day-today basis might be a significant factor in determining its long-term fate.
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Appendix 1: Trail Maintenance Review
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Appendix 2: Trail Recommendations, by
Region
Western region: West of Santa Fe Drive

Discussion of the existing facilities, amenities and paths has resulted in a varied and
comprehensive appraisal of the Mary Carter Greenway Trail belt and the many arteries
and facilities neighboring it. Much of the conversation within the group was informed by
two studies which are highly recommended. The first is the South Platte River Corridor
Vision for Arapahoe County (November 2013) and the Be Cool Share the Path trail
advisory and evaluation (July 2013).
As a whole, this area of the District succeeds in serving a wide variety of trail users and
recreational activities, while further providing vital links to other trail systems and
neighborhoods as well as businesses located in proximity to existing paths. However,
there is a great deal of opportunity to improve the system by pursuing increased trail
connectivity and user awareness of services and routes available to them. Local hubs are
already in place and have an opportunity to expand the ease of use and appeal of the
path/park system in this region by expanding accessibility to a variety of desirable
services and facilities already established within the local community. Furthermore, it is
the opinion of this committee that due to the many types of trail use in this region, more
needs to be done to improve shared use and courtesy. Programs engaging the varying
demographics of users by providing helpful instruction on trail etiquette and regulation
should be a regular occurrence, signage and literature should follow up these efforts.

Vision

The vision of the citizens contributing to this portion of the SSPR Gold Medal Citizens
Committee is that the Mary Carter Greenway Trail corridor and her neighboring areas be
operated in such a way as that which promotes the coexistence of varied park and trail
use, while expanding both access to and awareness of, connections between paths and
parks as well as businesses and services. All of this would improve overall trail use and
enjoyment for the growing urban centers within and surrounding this region.

Goal 1: Addressing connectivity and raising user awareness of
accessibility.

A great asset to the facilities and paths in this region is wide expanse of parks and trails
that provide alternative means of travel for the population. If future connections are
focused on adding missing links both to trails and local destination areas within the
community, the utility of the SSPR assets in this region will increase in the function and
enjoyment of all its users.
An additional improvement in trail and park function would be gained by increasing
awareness, either by signage or other means, of local trail connections to areas of
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recreation or interest. facilities and services are often times in very close proximity but
un-promoted and effectively non-existent to new or uninformed trail users. Please refer to
Goal 2 for principal hubs.
Regional signage in concert and uniform with out-of-District paths and park systems
should be advocated. Partnering with the greater metro area as a whole will raise the
popularity and familiarity of SSPR within the greater Denver community and it will both
increase access and reduce confusion and congestion for longer distance trail users.
 North end of Mary Carter Greenway Trail
 South of Trail into Chatfield (directional sign to Deer Creek Canyon)
 Other east/west routes: Bear Creek, etc.

Goal 2: Utilize local business hubs to improve trail use and
recreational access.

It is recommended that further improvements/connections be made to capitalize on the
location of several service/business hubs in close proximity to the Mary Carter Greenway
Trail. The South Platte Corridor Vision (recommended in the introduction of this
document) offers suggestions to this effect across the western region from north to south.
In addition it is suggested that heavy investigation into new eastern routes into the Mary
Carter region be considered. Connecting across Santa Fe Drive from east to west is very
restricted and effectively cuts off a large majority of trail users from safe and convenient
access to a park and trail system which would benefit them greatly. Four locations exist
which should be further connected to the trail system for ease of use and increased trail
utility:
 River Point Shopping Center
 Riverside Downs Shopping Center
 Downtown Littleton
 Aspen Grove Shopping Center
The convenient spread and spacing of these centers across the western region provide a
critical opportunity to improve accessibility, user appeal and stronger partnerships within
the community. By investing in connecting businesses with the SSPR system, users now
see additional value and enjoyment of using SSPR facilities, while businesses become
partners in improving trail user experience and participating in the local recreational
community.
Signage, either specific or more general which points out functional detours to local
business hubs will solidify the value and utility of the local trail system to users.
Knowing that critical and leisure services, such as bicycle repair shops, restaurants or
coffeehouses, are available just around the corner will raise the value of the trail system
substantially, increasing appeal and use for many different recreational pursuits.
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Goal 3: Regular and helpful instruction on trail etiquette and
regulation.

Review and insight into trail user behavior and the great need for courtesy was provided
by the Be Cool Share the Path trail advisory and evaluation (July 2013). It is strongly
recommended that this document be used as a framework for improving shared use of
paths across SSPR, but especially in the inter-district system of this region. It is preferred
that any outreach be regularly timed with annual or bi-annual events such as the one
described in the attached document.
The variety of users is one of the greatest assets to SSPR in the western region, their
shared and distinct interest areas create an opportunity to include all demographics in
outreach concerning trail courtesy and regulation. To this end, an adopt-a-trail program
for mile units of the trail is a mutual boon to local community fixtures that can invest in
their local trail/park systems, and reap the benefit of increased awareness of their services
and businesses.
The principal challenge of the Mary Carter Greenway trail in particular is its utility as a
commuting and recreational application for bicyclists. Due to the disparity of speed
between the other user groups and cyclists, a “Bells to Bikes Program” should be
considered instrumental in any awareness outreach for shared use campaigns. This is a
program that can be partnered with bike shops in three of the main hubs mentioned in
Goal 2 and it will go a long way to increasing safety along routes connecting different
facilities and regions heavily used by cyclists.

Eastern region: Lone Tree/Acres Green
Maintenance

All trails needed to have a review by SSPR personnel to look at the current trail
conditions. Committee members found numerous wash-outs/ruts, some close to
dangerous for users in the evening hours. The worst example is the trail that runs from
Cook Creek Park along the golf course. This trail is in extremely poor shape. There is a
trash container in the middle of the trail, the trail has ruts all along the crusher-fine
portion and grass (or weeds) are over growing the trail in places. The southern portion
that has a concrete sidewalk, which was iced over and dangerous.
Following are some pictures the Committee took, showing the illegal access or ruts in the
trails. All photos were taken in Acres Green Elementary School Park.
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Enhancements
Signage

SSPR has poorly identified trails; i.e. the trail that runs through The Enclave subdivision
in Lone Tree. The trail head on Yosemite is unmarked. The only indication that there is a
public access trail is if a user decided to enter the gate (nothing says a user can or
shouldn't enter), walk across about a 75 foot concrete area and then they will see a trail
that runs south-east from there. The sign doesn't point toward Yosemite, but points
northeast (away from the person wondering if the trail is open and usable).

Trash/Dog Poop

There needs to be additional displays of appropriate pet usage and dog poop pickup. The
poop bag display is great, but it needs to be expanded. Several trails have maybe one
location (trail access off Mercury Drive) that is good, if a user accesses the park at this
entrance, but nowhere else are there poop bags between Sweetwater Park north to the
C-470 tunnel. Lone Tree has some displays on their trails.

Loops

All the trails from C-470 through Lone Tree are single-direction. (They go one way.) At
the end of the walk (the end of the trail), the user’s only option is to turn around and go
back the way they came. The two trails in Lone Tree are perfect examples of this, as they
go nowhere: One ends at the elementary school parking lot and the other ends at Lincoln
Ave. The trail through Sweetwater Park is ideal for a loop. The loop would run from the
northern end (before the bridge into the park) along the residential fences on the west side
SSPR
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over to the park entrance on Mercury Circle. This is a huge park (32 acres) and the loop
trail would take runners and walkers through the open space area.

Connections

Lone Tree trails (there are two) go nowhere. There are several trails that were created by
Douglas County — the Bluffs Trail and the trail system under the power lines, for
example. The Bluffs Trail has no connection to SSPR trails. It is dangerous as well as
nearly impossible for users to access the Bluffs except by car, since crossing Lincoln is
dangerous. SSPR needs to work with Lone Tree in connecting trails/facilities.

Improper access onto SSPR land

In Acres Green, there are two areas that need to be either blocked for vehicle access or
the "road" needs to be fixed to be a crusher-fine access or other road-bed material. The
first is at the corner of Acres Green Drive and Altair Drive. Perhaps SSPR personnel
maintaining the two baseball fields and the football field at Acres Green Elementary
School use the access from Acres Green Drive to bring in mowing equipment because the
"road" ends at the fields. Currently there is a huge, two wheel rut where heavy equipment
has been driving onto the school property and in heavy rains causes mud and erosion in
addition to it looking horrible. The "road" needs to be built correctly as a trail access.
The second is on the south end of Altair Park in the open space area next to a residence.
Either Douglas County personnel (for trail access) or Xcel Energy personnel (for access
to the power lines) have created their own "road" from Mercury Drive west to the trail
running under the power lines. This is open space so either access should be blocked or
fix the "road" to be a trail for heavy equipment usage.

Security

The tunnels under County Line Road and C-470 are dark, even during the day. A
Subcommittee member heard multiple complaints from users, especially women, how
they won't use the tunnel late in the day or early evening because they don't feel safe; and
they don't really like to use it. Better lighting is needed in both tunnels.

Central region
Lee Gulch Trail — Mary Carter Greenway to County Line Road
Characteristics

 Connects 9 distinct neighborhoods, 7 parks, 4 public schools, 1 private school;
with various amenities, including playgrounds, tennis courts, picnic structures,
water fountains, and toilet facilities;

 Crosses/access at major north-south streets leading into neighborhoods. Multiple
resident access points within neighborhoods; and
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 A mixture of trail surfaces along seasonally active creek drainage, various grades
amenable to all user types.

Concerns

 Signage is needed on both east and west entries to the tunnel under Santa Fe. The
cement path on each side merges into wide gravel; visibility-blind curve, with
uphill (going east) and downhill (going west). The surface is slippery when wet.
Correlate with Share the Path initiatives.

 Where Lee Gulch connects to the High Line Canal Trail between W. Mineral
Avenue and W. Jamison Avenue, there is no access to Broadway except at the
covered bridge. See High Line Canal section, related to future needs related to
development at E. Dry Creek and S. Broadway. Lee Gulch Trail connects to the
High Line Canal, entering from the west is a steep downhill incline and sharp turn
at the bottom to go either left or right onto the High Line Canal — or if entering
from the north High Line Canal, the incline is steep and often muddy from runoff.
The convergence of the trails washes out several times through the year and
bicyclists (all ages) slide in the washed out gravel — especially children. A
cement approach on both the north and south High Line Canal could be the best
option. Signage to alert riders would also be good. With icy conditions the
downhill from Lee Gulch Trail to High Line Canal is often impassable by walkers
and bicyclists.
 Trail continuity is broken at Broadway. Only access to eastbound is by stop light
at the covered bridge/Littleton Hospital. Trail picks up a half-block to the north,
via sidewalk parallel to Broadway. There is no direction sign after crossing
Broadway for where to access the trail.
 Add a directional sign between South Broadway and W. Mineral Avenue at
neighborhood user path access to indicate beginning and end of that portion, i.e.
<Broadway….. W. Mineral Avenue>.
 There is a dangerous crossing at W. Mineral Avenue/Lee Gulch Trail crossing to
Puma Park, complicated by cars approaching downhill from the north and a
stoplight at E. Mineral Avenue, the entrance to Powell Middle School. At the
white stripe crossing on road surface with pedestrian crossing sign, add a flashing
light pedestrian crossing (like one on the S. Prince Street crossing at Emley Park).

Major influence in the near future

Development at northeast corner of E. Dry Creek and S. Broadway. (See notes about the
High Line Canal.) Lee Gulch connects to High Line adjacent to this planned
development.

Recommendations

 Review maintenance master schedule and continue regularly scheduled
maintenance for bridges and trails surfaces depending on type.
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 Convert non-trail footpaths, created by neighborhood users, to appropriate access
to trail.
 Plow a winter access (a few yards) at principle streets where trail crosses (S.
Prince, S. Windermere, S. Elati, E. Mineral).
 Enhance trail use with natural (log) picnic table/tables at appropriate locations
Example: at the juncture of Carbone Park and the disc golf course, and at the
Cottonwood space triangle immediately west of juncture of Lee Gulch with High
Line Canal at Highline Gardens.
 Provide signage for habitat/historical areas. (ex: Cottonwood Grove quadrangle
SW of confluence of Lee Gulch Trail and the High Line Canal below Highline
Gardens residential area.
 Update the older 4x4 post marker between W. Fremont and Ridge Road.

High Line Canal — West County Line Road to Goodson Center
Characteristics

 Is the longest trail in the District (9.8 m), and serves multiple types of
neighborhoods with a wide range in demographics; single family high income
professional homes on acreage, middle income, high density (apartment,
townhome, condominium).

 Connects 9 schools, 12 distinct neighborhoods, multiple parks, retail, and
professional businesses, many small to large shopping centers, restaurants, large
retail mall with dining, theater, food shopping.

Concerns

 Confluence of Lee Gulch Trail and High Line Trail, between Covered Bridge and
W. Fremont, near Horseshoe Park and Motocross area. Steep access from Lee
Gulch Trail to the High Line Canal, with poor access to offices, Broadway bus
links, Littleton YMCA. Steep foot paths at Highline Gardens neighborhood
access.
 Lee Gulch Trail connect to the High Line Canal, entering from the west is a steep
downhill incline and sharp turn at the bottom to go either left or right onto the
High Line Canal — or if entering from the north High Line Canal the incline is
steep and often muddy from runoff. The convergence of the trails washes out
several times through the year and bicyclists (all ages) slide in the washed out
gravel — especially children. A cement approach on both the north and south
High Line Canal could be the best option. Signage to alert riders would also be
good. With icy conditions the downhill from Lee Gulch Trail to High Line Canal
is often impassable by walkers and bicyclists.
 Dangerous trail crossing at E. Arapahoe and S. Broadway.
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Recommendations

 Needs improved trail surface and maintenance Lee Gulch Trail at Covered Bridge
to link to the High Line Canal through to W. Fremont.

 Crossing at W. Caley and S. Broadway. Crossing light needs longer timing cycle.
 Crossing at Arapahoe and S. Broadway needs signage to direct users to access trail
at the intersection stoplight.
 Needs additional benches and directional and mileage signage from S. Clarkson at
Milliken Park to Goodson Center, longest portion of the trail.

Dry Creek and north to East Orchard Road
Characteristics

 Central trail through Cherry Knolls Park; SSPR recreation park.

 Primarily neighborhood access with multiple dirt footpaths from cul-de-sac within
the neighborhood.
 District major trailhead map and large waste receptacles at E. Dry Creek merge
from S. Colorado Blvd.

Concerns

 Location and slope of trail prone to ice, erosion and run-off;

 Poor visibility without signage for location and direction; and
 Confusing access to Big Dry Creek Trail at E. Dry Creek where trail splits to east
and west. West trail accessed only from S. Fillmore St. connecting to several culde-sac and private neighborhood park — multiple dirt footpaths connect to west
trail which appear to have poorly maintained narrower dirt surface and no signage.
East trail with only one access street, with wider pebble trail surface. District
major trailhead map, large waste receptacles.

Recommendations

 Add directional signage and improve trail surface and maintenance below Cherry
Knolls from Fillmore Tributary to E. Dry Creek.
 Convert non-trail footpaths, created by neighborhood users, to appropriate access
to trail. Location and slope of trail prone to erosion and run-off.

Railroad Spur/Mineral Avenue Trail — Light Rail Station at
Aspen Grove to S. Broadway
Positives

 Connects high density housing (townhomes, apartments) single homes, 3 office
park-businesses along W. Mineral Ave from S. Windermere to S. Broadway,
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access to South Park business park, and grocery shopping, restaurant and retail on
west and east trail ends.
 Provides access to Light Rail and major bus lines, movie theater, retail shopping,
restaurants, Carson Nature Center.
 Connects to High Line Canal Trail.

Recommendations

Convert two footpaths, created by users between the High Line Canal and Railroad Spur
trail (west of S. Windermere), to a pedestrian width, pea gravel trail. Surface is prone to
erosion because of downhill slope and runoff with heavy rain.

See Part 2 for remaining appendices.
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